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On a humid summer day in 2011, I sat down
and binge-watched the first five episodes
of ‘Game of Thrones’ and was left capti-

vated. I was in college at the time and a friend had
given me the show after recommending it know-
ing my love for the fantasy genre and all things
geeky. From there I passed it along to even more
friends who passed it further along to theirs. By
that time the sixth and seventh episode had re-
leased and a tradition of Monday afternoon view-
ing parties had begun. When Ned Stark got his
head chopped off a couple of weeks later, the
show had already started showed signs of its
tremendous global reach. And what a phenome-
non it turned out to be. No television show in his-
tory had ever reached such a wide audience and
built this large a fan following. For that alone it de-
serves all its commendations. 

Nearly 9 years later, the series finale that aired
this Sunday broke HBO and cable viewing
records that I doubt will ever be matched. The au-
dience not only grew over time but also stayed till
the very end of its run - and that is a massive
achievement for a show lasting eight seasons.
However the overall quality and intrigue could not
keep up and once it was nearing the end of its
available source material, the threads holding
things together began to slip. 

My frustrations with the show started with the
very first episode of season 5. After the burning
of Mance Rayder, a nonsensical and completely
unwarranted departure from the novels, I was left
with a bad taste in my mouth. My concern with
the shoddy writing continued with the terrible
Dorne plot and I simply couldn’t understand how
they thought marrying Sansa to Ramsay Bolton
was a good idea at the time. For it to turn out to

be a “learning process” for her was frankly dis-
gusting. Season 6 was only slightly better and I’ve
written an episodic review of Season 7 in this very
column alongside my brother (you can find those
in the Kuwait Times archives). I was highly critical
of it but by the time Jon Snow assembled the
Avengers and went north of the Wall to kidnap a
zombie, I had already mentally checked out.     

At that time I was still in a small minority for
being extensively critical of the show and I took
comfort in the few tumblr and reddit communities
that shared similar views. So you can imagine my
amusement seeing a pretty big majority of fans
turning on their opinions on it in the final season.
The petition to re-do the last few episodes (a
satirical gesture that doesn’t need to be taken se-
riously) has currently passed over 1.1 million votes
but HBO got their ratings and a critical battering
of the finale hasn’t seemed to have fazed neither
the network nor creators David Benioff and DB
Weiss (D&D). So congratulations to all for a job
well-done right? Actually that’s going to be a no
from me. 

A game of groans 
I was laughing when Drogon took out his bes-

tial anger on a chair rather than the guy who ac-
tually murdered his mother and was left equally
dumbfounded at the fact that Tyrion imprisoned
and shamed on more than one count of betrayal
suddenly gets the privilege to appoint the next
ruler of the land and become his hand as a bonus!
How about that final montage inter-cutting be-
tween the Stark sisters and Jon that seemed to re-
semble a cheesy music video or the fact that the
last bit of dialogue of the entire series is how
about rebuilding King’s Landings’ brothels. Idiotic
plot decisions don’t always destroy the reputation
of a TV show (it certainly helps though) but when

their mixed up with terrible dialogue and glacial
pacing I simply couldn’t will myself to care. 

The issues I had with the final episode was not
only epidemic of the entire season itself but of the
last few as well. It was rushed in every sense of
the word and massive set-pieces and countless
explosions couldn’t save the show from story ex-
ecutions and set-ups that went entirely nowhere.
Jon’s heritage, the House of Black & White,
Samwell’s family (remember them?) and Essos
were thrown under the lampshade of convenience
where you just have to mention these things once
and never bring them up again. Who was the Dor-
nish prince sitting next to Yara at the final council
and why were three random men with no names
there as well? To include them in what is essen-
tially the last major scene of your epic story is just
sad and lazy.   

But this is not intended to be a review of the
final season or how D&D let down an audience
of millions. The masses have already made their
grievances pretty well known and as tempting it
would be to add more fuel to that already blazing
fire - I don’t think is necessary. I found it to be a
massive disappointment but I don’t blame those
who liked it for what it is. The ending was always
going to be the hardest part of the series to get
right. Some things are fine like Brienne becoming
a King’s Guard and Sansa ascending to be the
‘Queen of the North’ and both are likely close to
where George RR Martin (GRRM) himself will
end up with these characters. The problem was
the paths the story took to get many of them to
their respective places seem totally unearned and
in the case of Bran becoming king - turned into a
mishandled mess.

Will the ending ultimately tarnish the legacy
‘Game of Thrones’ leaves on the pop-culture
landscape? Sure it will be remembered for how

popular it was but its overall quality will certainly
be questioned. There are already a number of
shows set to take place in Westeros and the
money train HBO have on their hands is sure to
be chugging along splendidly. As a huge fan of
the universe I will be firmly placed in front of a
screen when they debut. I only hope those series
take note of what ‘Game of Thrones’ did well in
its prime and not just ape what produced the
most Twitter reactions.  

For myself, I have two more books to look
forward to in the ‘Song of Ice and Fire’ saga. The
day ‘Winds of Winter’ is safely placed in my
hands will be a day to celebrate and a day to
jump back into the amazing universe GRRM cre-
ated. The books stand out drastically from the
show adaptation and their magic will remain un-
changed even if they are still years away from
coming out. A day after the finale aired, Martin
wrote spoke about the end of the show on his
blog: : “There are characters who never made it
onto the screen at all, and others who died in the
show but still live in the books... so if nothing else,
the readers will learn what happened to Jeyne
Poole, Lady Stoneheart, Penny and her pig, Ska-
haz Shavepate, Arianne Martell, Darkstar, Vic-
tarion Greyjoy, Ser Garlan the Gallant, Aegon VI,
and a myriad of other characters both great and
small that viewers of the show never had the
chance to meet. And yes, there will be unicorns...
of a sort...” As you can tell, the story is still very
much in the telling. The show will remain an
adaptation - a condensed and separate version
of the latter half of the saga and will stay that
way for better or for worse. ‘Game of Thrones’
was a good chunk of almost a decade of my life
and for that I remain grateful. But I have a feeling
that the ‘Song of Ice and Fire’ will be sung for a
little while longer.
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